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(March 13 2005; Updated March 1, 2008)  

Three years ago I wrote that KGB generals have been given important 

positions in the Dept. of Homeland Security, run by Lenin look-alike, Zionist 
Michael Chertoff.  

I described this development as the "stealth Communist takeover of the 

USA. How better do it than when everyone is thinking Muslims, and our 

elected officials are too corrupt and compromised to protect us?"  

We don't recognize what has taken place because we were taught that 
Communism was an idealistic but discredited "working class" experiment, 

tried mainly in Russia and China.  

This misconception has duped millions of unsuspecting socialists and liberals including myself. As recently as 1999-2000, I was singing the 

praises of Canadian Maoist dupe Dr. Norman Bethune to my English literature class.  

The Illuminati bankers created Communism to harness the working class to their program of a comprehensive world dictatorship (now known 
as "globalization.") The Illuminati and Communists are Masonic secret societies that celebrate the same anniversary, May 1, 1776 and share 

the same satanic symbols. Coincidentally, as you know, "Chertoff" means "devil" in Russian. 

The program took a giant step in 1913 when these Luciferian London-based bankers gained control over America's finances through the 

passage of the Federal Reserve Act. This gave them means and incentive to step up their covert war against humanity. The two world wars 

were the immediate result. 

Communism is a satanic movement devoted to human degradation and enslavement, not public ownership and social justice. Of course, no 

one would support it if they knew the truth.  

 

AN EX US COMMUNIST SPEAKS 

 
Many high-ranking former-Communists have risked their lives to alert their fellow Americans. One is Bella Dodd whose shocking book "School 

of Darkness" I reviewed two years ago.  

She describes how Communists morph into liberals, feminists and socialists, and myriad front groups (identifiable by the words like "human 

rights," "equality," "international" and "peace") to divide and subvert society.  

In "Return to My Father's House" (1972), Maurice Malkin provides more revelations. He was a leader of the American Communist Party 
(CPUSA) in the 1920' s and 30's, and part of the Soviet secret service (GPU). When he left the CPUSA, he testified before Congress and 

suffered a stabbing attack as a result. 

Malkin, a Jew, had been involved in the Bolshevik underground in Russia. His older brother Joseph, a devoted Marxist later killed by Stalin, 

taught him that by overthrowing the Czar, workers could "eliminate all injustices and create a heaven on earth." All problems were due to the 

"class war." The dogma of the duped went like this: 

"The capitalist bourgeoisie owned everything yet the working class did all the work. The mission of the working class was to take through 
violence what rightly belonged to them...[Only Marxism] could relieve the human race of brutality, discrimination [i.e. anti-Semitism] and 

injustice, of hunger, poverty and the drudgery that filled the lives of ordinary working people everywhere." (27-29)  

Malkin immigrated to New York and took the ersatz religion of a workers' heaven on earth with him. Lev Bronstein (Leon Trotsky), a close 

family friend taught him "bullets, not ballots would liberate the workers." (50) 
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His brother Joseph was one of the 150-175 mostly Jewish radicals who left for Russia with Trotsky in 1917 aboard the S.S. Christiansfjord. 

Banker Jacob Schiff financed them. 

The ship was stopped in Halifax and the occupants interned. Despite (or because of) Trotsky's public declaration that they "were going home 
to Russia to dig the grave of capitalism," Woodrow Wilson intervened on their behalf. Rothschild agent Edward House controlled Wilson.  

The Illuminati bankers despise capitalism because it involves competition and market forces. It allows other people the opportunity to prosper 

and be free. They favor monopoly or state capitalism and the abolition of private property because then they own or control everything and 

everyone. Of course, this is disguised as "public ownership" but they control the government, and its wealth.  

 
"ELITE" SUBVERSION 

 

Thus, for most of the last century the United States has tolerated a party openly dedicated to the violent overthrow of the US government 

and the enslavement of its people.  

This party, the CPUSA was funded and directed by a hostile foreign government. It engaged in industrial and military espionage, trained 
guerrilla units on American soil, forcibly took over unions, raided their treasuries and controlled whole industries. It slandered, harassed and 

killed opponents; bribed police and judges and infiltrated the military. 

Yet all the while, our highest elected officials defended it as a harmless idealistic enterprise. "Some of my best friends are Communists," FDR 

famously said.  

Malkin reports that Adlai Stephenson (as Assistant to Navy Secretary Knox) sabotaged efforts to curtail Communist activities. In 1956, 

Eisenhower "liquidated all anti-subversive sections in the Immigration Dept and halted deportation and prosecution of known alien 
Communists. [He] stopped prosecutions of Communists under the Smith Act, giving the Party a chance to regroup and organize new mass 

fronts." (191)  

The Liberal media marginalized and ridiculed as "right wing fanatics" people who warned of the Communist threat. To this day, people don't 

accept that the Rosenbergs were indeed Russian spies. The House Un-American Activities Committee is portrayed as a "witch hunt." 

Communism is nothing but a sugarcoated goon squad for the Illuminati bankers. Malkin reports that the CPUSA even had a formal alliance 
with the mafia, another Masonic sect. 

Moscow provided the Mafia with heroin to sell in the USA. The Mafia "lent" money to the Communist Party, provided muscle for taking over 

the labor movement, and disposed of enemies or members who woke up. (One Communist leader, Juliet Stuart Poyntz, was kidnapped, killed 

at sea and thrown overboard.) The Mafia also distributed counterfeit US dollars printed in Moscow. 

 

Following Stalin's example, American Communists robbed banks, calling it "expropriation." In his book, "Left Wing Communism" (Vol. 30) 

Lenin counseled: "Communists are to be ready to cheat, lie, perjure and do everything possible to gain their ends." Thus, when evidence of 
their skulduggery surfaced, it was little matter to denounce it as a "forgery" and smear the messenger.  

The Communist Party infiltrated the Negro Civil Rights movement and got Ralph Abernathy and Martin Luther King to work with their Moscow-

trained Negro mercenaries. W.E.B. BuBois and Ralph Bunche were among their "Black" front men but they hardly had any Black followers. 

American Negroes were too patriotic.  

"The Reds realized that the only way to weaken our country is by dividing it through anarchy and chaos," Malkin writes.  

They had more luck with women. The Communist attitude to women is instructive since second-wave feminism is Communist in origin. 

Feminism is recycled "class war" adjusted for gender.  

Young female members were used on the waterfront to recruit sailors and longshoremen and bring them to party functions. "Girls would 

always be found in the Communist summer camps doing the party's bidding plus offering a little enjoyment on the side. The Party believes 

that the only laws and morals are Communist morals. ....Communists do not believe in family institutions or morals so everything is 

free." (239) 

The Communists had a department dedicated to "the destruction of the morale of the American people by undermining their faith in their 

moral and social patterns." (71) You can bet that something like this is behind same-sex marriage.  

 

CONCLUSION 

 

When Hitler and Stalin made a pact in 1939, Malkin realized there was little difference between the two and quit the Party. He devoted the 

rest of his life to defending American institutions, working for the U.S. Dept. of Justice from 1948-1956. He realized belatedly that his 

religious father's condemnations of Communism were correct, hence the title of the book. 
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Although this book was published in 1972, the Communist conspiracy is more active than ever. Conscious and unconscious agents abound 

especially in homosexual, feminist, socialist, zionist, neo-con and liberal circles. "Human Rights" commissions, "employment equity" and 

diversity officers are modern political commissars. "Hate speech" is censorship applied selectively. "Politically correct" is a Communist Party 

term. 

Once, a lesbian running for the head of the English Department gave a long speech saying she believed in "peace." What did this have to do 

with English literature? "Peace" is code for the end of resistance to the NWO, i.e. Communist global tyranny. She was elected Chair of the 

Department. 

The New World Order is full of empty platitudes about "peace" "tolerance" and "human rights." But in light of the NWO's murderous 

Communist (and Fascist) pedigree, these platitudes are no more convincing than if they were uttered by Ted Bundy or Jeffrey Dahmer.  

Western elites (including the intelligentsia) suffer from a peculiar death wish. We would be slaves already were it not for the fact that ordinary 

Americans own firearms. This, the Internet, and the inherent self-destructiveness of evil, are my main reasons for hope. 

------------ 

See Below: William F. Jasper "The Conspiracy Above Communism"  

Comments for "Communist Takeover Began Long Ago" 

N said (March 3, 2008): 

During my university years in Canada some friends and I set-up a small Palestinian human rights group. The objective was to simply raise 

awareness of what's happening in Occupied Palestine. 
 

At around the same time, I was getting into more contact with various 'leftists' on campus. At that time, I was naive to think that these guys 

have something going, since they seemed to be the only ones who could see past the mass media whitewashing of Israeli crimes. 

 

But as time went by, I realised that Anarchists, Communists, Socialists, etc... are just as close minded and intolerant, and potentially more 

violent if given the chance, than the so-called Capitalist establishment. Their hostility to religion, traditions and white people, and their 

skewed ideas of enforced equality as well as an ultra-liberal lifestyle began to turn me off. 

 

I also began questioning some obvious things I observed. Like why is it that if these leftists are supposedly against the establishment if their 

is a whole and complete infrastructure that allows them to promote their agenda and views? I'm talking 
anarchist/socialist/liberal/communist/feminist professors and their publications and lectures, I'm talking various talk shows and sitcoms with a 

liberal/leftist touch, as well as various talk shows and groups and associations. Where do all these groups get funding? Their prescence, in 

various forms, on university campuses is especially pervasive. 

 

But the one thing that really got to me was how these leftists tried to hijack the Palestinian cause and morph it as part of the gay-feminist-

liberal agenda. Henry, you would be shocked at some of the stories I have to tell. But I'm sure you know what it's like. It's either some 

brainwashed Arab student that follows the lead of these leftists, or some (usually Jewish) pro-peace socialist activitists join the Palestinian 

group to try and sway it to the left (and believe me I have seen this several times to the point where I wonder if this is a result of media 

conditioning or deliberate). The result? Gays and Feminists would march in support of Palestinian groups (this would occur in bigger cities like 

Montreal) and vice versa, as if we have anything in common. 
 

My group managed to retain it's independence in our small town university. My friends and I were adamant that the Palestinian cause was an 

issue of justice, regardless of what your political or religious beliefs were. But no sooner had we started some small events, than some hippie 

look alike would begin distributing flyers promoting some leftist cause. The larger Palestinian groups in larger cities were thoroughly 

penetrated by these leftist groups, so me they were and are completely lost. It boggles my mind why they would alienate a large segment of 

society, who might have otherwise been sympathetic to the Palestinian cause, but may ignore it if they associate it with a left-leaning 

idealogy. 

 

To me these things were always suspicous or strange, but unfortunately most Palestinians were completely oblivious, or simply ignorant, 
feeling no qualms about working with leftists and in effect selling their souls for some superficial support. As it turned out, our small, yet 

surprisingly effective group, was later run by brain dead Arab students in subsequent years, and morphed into a sanitized and ineffectual 

typically mainstream human rights group.  

Michael on Eckardt Tolle said (March 2, 2008): 

Hi Henry! Another great article regarding communism. I would like to address how the "new" spirituality (Tolle in particular) are 

disempowering their audience when he speaks of the "fall" of communism. I'm starting to wonder if the phrase "accept the suchness of this 

moment" will be the mantra of the prisonguards and the prisoners as well. I'm speaking of a hypothetical situation of course....one that is 

becoming less hypothetical with each pasing day.  

It would be hard to accept the "suchness of NOW" while your belly screams for food...and not a comfortable philosophy. 

Oprah's promotion for "A New Earth" by Tolle fueled the shipment of about 2.5 million copies of his book. 
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Oprah will also be conducting some sort of online/radio study of "A Course In Miracles". Fascinating, that "Jesus" chose to re-write the Bible 

through his channelled communication through an atheist woman... 

DO PEOPLE BELIEVE THIS STUFF!?!?!? 

You BET they do!! 

I've also been researching an author/speaker named Tony Parsons from Cornwall England. Check out Tony Parsons and "The Open Secret" 

and it all boils down to "there IS no god....except you"  

"there is nowhere to go becasue THIS is "it". 

 

As I've said to you before, I do find some of Tolle's writing to be "life affirming", while it remains in abject denial of other realities that ARE 

contained within the "suchness of this moment"....but he chooses to ignore that aspect of reality. 

Marcos in Brazil said (March 2, 2008): 

Congratulations for one more excellent article. I am sad that many Americans seem to like Venezuela's Chavez and can't see the connection 

between him and worldwide communism. Just because he opposes evil Bush, (in a dialectical manner) people love him. The globalists make 

us choose between the bad and the worse. Chavez is engaged, with Lula from Brazil, Morales from Bolivia and Kirschner from Argentina, in a 

continental plan to establish a Marxist South America. Next will be your own Northern part of the continent. 

Your readers definitely must read the writings of former Communist, philosopher and journalist Olavo de Carvalho. He inserts global 

communism in the wider context of the revolutionary mentality, a vain and arrogant philosophy that empowers an elite with a mission to 

change the world (in their own interests), regardless of any moral standards. They murder and steal, but their cause is worthy it, they think. 

One could begin with the text "The Revolutionary Mentality" : http://www.olavodecarvalho.org/english/articles/070813dc_en.html 

One paragraph suffices to summary it: 

"By refusing himself to be accountable to anything except a hypothetical future of his own invention, and firmly disposed to destroy by 

cunning or by force every obstacle to the remodeling of the world to his own image and likeness, the revolutionary is the worst enemy of the 

human species, compared to whom the worst tyrants and conquerors of Antiquity impress us by the modesty of their aims and by a notable 

circumspection in the use of their means." 

I will contact Mr Carvalho to see if I can translate more of his texts into English. 

Keep up the good work. 

Graeme said (March 2, 2008): 

Hi Henry, 

That's because communism, capitalism, americanism, democracy, fascism and every other 'ism' was created by the same satanic elite zionist 

pigs to further divide members of the human race, or rather Goyim to them....while all the different factions of zionist controlled groups are 

busy fighting and killing each other they sit back like the cowards hiding behind their many fronts, they are counting their riches and laughing 

at us gullible cattle! 

Anthony said (March 2, 2008): 

Two thousand years ago Jesus Christ prophesied the world would succumb to Communism. The 

seventh and final Church Age (or sabbath in the antitype of Israel's Pentecostal Feast), 

that ran from 1906 to 1963, was called "Laodicea" which means "people's rights" or 

Communism. People are under the delusion that Communism is a political party when it is in 
fact a "spirit" that pervades our legislatures, judiciaries, churches, educational 

institutions, industries and political parties of every colour, and the attitudes of 

families and individuals. 

Because Christ who is the truth (John 14:6), has been displaced as the Absolute - even in 

the churches that bear His Name - we are defenseless as individuals and as nations from 

the power of Lucifer who has brought the entire world under dominion to the Talmud through 

Rothschild's B.A.R. (British Accreditation Registry) which franchises judges, barristers, 

solicitors and attornies in practically every nation. By this means the enemy of God and 
man is able to override statute law by "case law," even in the absence of a jury, and 

"case law" established in one country becomes a precedent in another jurisdiction. The 
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Talmud is actually based upon the Babylonian merchantile code 

(http://www.biblebelievers.org.au/babelaw.htm), that has been "rebadged" as the U.C.C. 

(Universal Commercial Code), so that worldwide, national laws are Talmudic. 

Christ set man free from the iniquity of the Talmud, which is the antithesis to the Law 

and the prophets (Matthew 15:1-9). But man did not bother to apprehend "faith," which is 

the infinite "mind of God," and trusting in human reasoning and carnal wisdom returned to 

Satanic bondage. Khrushchev launched "the most spectacular peace movement on record" in 

1956. Interestingly, the prophet William Branham said that the United States rejected her 

last opportunity for national repentance in 1956/7, the julilee of the 1906 Azusa Street, 

Los Angeles, Pentecostal Revival. The object of the Communist "peace offensive" is "to put 

the burgeoisie to sleep," so that the final takeover of the entire world by Communists 

would succeed through the element of surprise. 

One Nisan 14 in the Hebrew calendar (equivalent to the Roman church's "Good Friday"), the 

end of the Gentile dispensation will be marked by a series of massive earthquakes, sinking 

Los Angeles and a section of earth 1,500x300-400 miles, splitting the mount of olives, 

causing the demolition of the dome of the Rock. About six weeks later, Russia will attack 

and successfully invade the United States. The world's religions, which all have offices 

in the Vatican, will unite under the Pope of Rome to restore peace. The world will implore 

the Pope to be inaugural president of one world government. Rome will make a seven-year 

agreement with the Banksters of the City of London to refinance the failed US dollar with 
gold backing, and in the midst of the week of years - the last week of Daniel's seventy 

weeks of years, Rome will break her agreement and her erstwhile partners will display 

their true colours, and siding with Judaeo-Communist Russia will bomb the Vatican and the 

United States from the face of the globe. Then Armageddon will set in with the 

consummation of life on earth. 

Yours sincerely in the love and service of our Lord Jesus Christ. 

 

Your brother-in-Christ, 

Anthony Grigor-Scott 

MINISTER OF THE GOSPEL 

http://www.biblebelievers.org.au 

Subscribe on-line for Bible Believers' FREE Newsletter 

Dick said (March 2, 2008): 

I have been a reader of your articles for several years.It is nice to finally realize that I am not insane –that there is indeed a mostrous 

conpiracy in play and that its' agents provatueur and machinations seem are being exposed by researchers like yourself. 

Like yourself I too have struggled with my identity as a 'jew'. I was adopted by a Jewish couple, in the city of --------. My father was a 32 

degree freemason and my mother a social worker for the welfare system. I went to Hebrew School, had a Bar-Mitzvah..but after that I never 

felt that I was Jewish.  

I worked for a relative 's business for a while and was introduced to the diabolical dogma of the talmud. 

After reading your articles about the SabbateanFrankists and Protocols of the Elders of Zion...I saw the connection in the language. 

I worked for a relative 's business for a while and was introduced to the diabolical dogma of the talmud.After reading your articles about the 

Sabbatean-Frankists and Protocols of the Elders of Zion...I saw a connection in the language and the attitude of hubris expressed in the 

Talmud similar to the "Protocols".. My cousin called me into a meeting where he explained that I had was now going to be promoted within 

the company.I was a -------- ,but now the 'family' wanted me to take over as the ------..and I would be expected to shortweigh (steal) from 

the trucks delivering -------------. 

There was a devious look to his countenance as he laid all of these instructions out to me.I guess he sensed me to be somewhat shocked and 

uneasy,so he quoted some passage from the talmud 

regarding the buying and selling of tomatoes. It was something like: A man must pay a fair price when selling goods at the market –however- 

the talmud/rabbis said nothing about fairness in the buying of those same goods.  

Anyways it didn't seem to make any logical sense to me nor moral sense. In fact I thought –isn't just the sort of thing I 've always heard 

people say about Jews—that they are unethical , greedy, ...if I did this would I not be actively perpuating the view of the jew as a parasite 

and a shyster. 

Anyway I found that I could'nt do this and ended up leaving the family business and disconnected from that side of the family. Anyways—I 
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am glad I did because the company was taken down and indicted under the RICO act . I left wounded mentally –but with my soul and dignity 

still intact. 

The lesson learned? Most myths and sterotypes came into existence for a reason. Some people enter into this conspiracy willingly --while 
others are just effective to these hidden masters by simply being content with the status quo until the house of cards comes down. 

Andy said (March 2, 2008): 

I notice you have an article up about the Russian Illuminati/banker business and this tallies in with something I noticed the other day. I live in 
England and when talking about the various politicians I try and get in the habit of checking their upbringing and family these days.  

You may be aware England is being denied a referendum on the EU Constitution and the Liberal 

Democrats hold the balance of power when the rebel MPs are taken into account. We are currently most disconcerted that the new leader of 

the Libdems broke his party's manifesto promise that we should have a referendum 

before signing our sovereignty entirely over to the unelected EU. 

So the question was "Who is Nick Clegg" 

And the answer is: 

(Quote Wikipedia) " Clegg was born in Chalfont St Giles, Buckinghamshire in 

1967, the third of four children. His half-Russian father, Nicholas, was a 

banker, and is chairman of The Daiwa Anglo-Japanese Foundation.[3] His 

great-great-grandfather, the Russian nobleman Ignaty Zakrevsky, was Attorney 

General of Senate in Imperial Russia.[4]" 

Isn't it wonderful to know we are now being run by Russians! Miliband, who is also a top minister in government, also has a grandfather who 

fought for the Red Army. Now you can guess that these people don't exactly declare whom they are fighting for but it certainly isn't the 

people of this country. 

Andrew said (March 2, 2008): 

 

The alleged 'conspiracy' to subvert the US Government to 'special interests', in the eyes of Professor Anthony C. Sutton and one time Mayor 

of New York John Francis Hylan is nothing new. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antony_C._Sutton 

 

John Francis Hylan was the Mayor of New York City from 1918 to 1925. He identified the ''interests'' of ''invisible government" which exercised 

its control over the US Government through the Federal Reserve. Hylan's most famous words against "the interests" was the following 

speech, made in 1922, while he was the sitting Mayor of New York City: 
 

"...The real menace of our republic is this invisible government which like a giant octopus sprawls its slimy length over City, State, and 

nation... It seizes in its long and powerful tentacles our executive officers, our legislative bodies, our schools, our courts, our newspapers, and 

every agency created for the public protection..." 

 

"To depart from mere generalisations, let me say that at the head of this octopus are the Rockefeller-Standard Oil interest and a small group 

of powerful banking houses generally referred to as the international bankers. The little coterie of powerful international bankers virtually run 

the United States government for their own selfish purposes." 

 

"They practically control both parties, write political platforms, make catspaws of party leaders, use the leading men of private organisations, 
and resort to every device to place in nomination for high public office only such candidates as will be amenable to the dictates of corrupt big 

business..." 

 

"These international bankers and Rockefeller-Standard Oil interests control the majority of the newspapers and magazines in this country. 

They use the columns of these papers to club into submission or drive out of office public officials who refuse to do the bidding of the powerful 

corrupt cliques which compose the invisible government...." 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Francis_Hylan 

 

Henry Makow is the author of A Long Way to go for a Date. He received his Ph.D. in English Literature from the University of Toronto. He 

welcomes your feedback and ideas at henry@savethemales.ca. 

Henry Makow © 2007  
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